
Part II  

The Shadow Offensive  

Follow-up  

Since the first part of this story had been written, Zater went to the capital of the JRA and 

killed Gen. Zorton and declared himself general.  He then destroyed the JRA and has the 

members rejoin the army to join the fight.  He then reconstructed the fortress and had a getaway 

ship stored underneath just in case.  He also built a new gun, which he tested it on Starfire and 

Squadron, who by now are married to each other.  By the time that he had the opportunity to 

strike, he found out that he's a Shadow emissary and they wanted him to help out in their fight.  

He destroyed his fortress, released his getaway ship and had it and his army converted with 

Shadow equipment. The Shadows are now heading towards the Inner Worlds.  The Ultra 

(United) Army had evacuated the civilians to the Outer Worlds.  Now that the danger was 

realized that they must get the Dragonblades so that they can have some chance to defeat the 

Shadows and get them closer to chaos fight and the final battle with the remnants of the R.O.T.  

We now pick up the story from this time period. 



 
Chapter V--"The Shadows"  

The Shadows have now reached Earth and released their spiballs and started to attack.  

The fighters’ tentacles destroyed some of the United Army’s planes.  Gen. Wazhir realized this 

and he had Mortalika design some tentacles based on the Shadows' technology.  He looked for 

volunteers, but nobody wanted to wear the tentacles.  Finally, two hybrids, Ravar and Gauntron, 

decided to wear them.  They went out and thrashed a few Shadowbugs for autopsy, but only 

Ravar returned because Gauntron was destroyed in the battle. 

Meanwhile, Dominatron and a few floatin' gunners went out and ransacked the city.  

Cirkronus, Montier with a battleoid, Staracer all tried to stop him, but failed.  Only Cura and the 

powers of the white armor and blade managed to stop Dominatron.  When he received the white 

powers, all other holders of dragonblades were temporarily turned to stone.  Cura used the 

stamina to make a claw and scrape his shoulder, then Dominatron speeded towards him, but he 

was lifted into the air and was twirled.  When Dominatron was getting weak, the gunners 

wimped out and flew.  Cura then slashed out the white sword and sliced Dominatron down the 

side.  Then Dominatron fell to the ground and White Armor drove the sword into his belly and 

made him disappear back to the shadows.  The White Armor then disappeared and the others got 

their powers back and are no longer stone. 

They gathered information about the attack and the shadows, but they still don't have 

complete info about their powerful tentacles, which seems to slow them down every time they 

fought against them.  They still need to know more about this threat which they need to defeat 

and eliminated for good.  They also surveyed the sector for more shadows, but they didn't find 

any.  They talked about the battle and Wazhir said, "How are we going to beat those shadows if 

their ships are invisible and their weakness very hard to find and detect.  We got to find a way to 

beat those shadows and get Dominatron and blow him up for good." 

They then went to New York where they saw Dominatron with his floatin' guns and his 

usual crew roaming the city knocking over skyscrapers, but two ships, VRS Wazhir and VRS 



Los Angeles came in to stop Dominator.  The tried phasers, nova cannons, plasma cannons, 

mutilators, and everything else, but there's only one way to destroy it, unite the Dragonblades 

and aim it at him.  Draxar agreed to it and he gave them their swords and they inserted it into 

their scabbards.  The other blades' powers were then turned over to the green sword to make it 

the white sword and blast it at Dominatron.  It worked and he was finished and the blades got 

their powers back and were still fighting some of the remaining shadowbugs when they heard 

that the Shadows had attacked Detroit and planning another advance. They then went back to 

H.Q. and switch over to land vehicles and drove to Detroit. 



 
Chapter VI--"The Battle of Detroit"  

They made it to Detroit and had the city surrounded and cut off Ambassador Bridge and 

the Detroit-Windsor Tunnel.  Magnus Zater enlarged himself and started to wreck the city when 

Staracer used his wand to turn Targa and Varga into Superdragon and used their powers to 

pound Zater into the ground, punch him upside his head, launch him into orbit, and chop him 

into pieces with their staff.  Dominatron appeared and released his rollers onto the city, but they 

were destroyed when Zagrata blasted them from top of Cobo Hall.  The Shadows called forth 

several mechs to do battle Moniter and his battleoids.  The battleoids managed to intensely 

render the mechs useless, since they can't offer the shadows much use in combat.  Due to the 

difficulties, they can't use a mech with only one leg, so they abandoned it and skipped on their 

sky bikes and were followed and shot at.  The U.S. Army chased the groundsmen and opened 

fire on them.  The bullets had no effect on them, so they got out the laser weapons and shot them 

to pieces with little man-to-alien combat, which they outwitted them with ease.  Zagrata released 

her creations on the shadows and they were trying to fight them off, but to no avail.  Dominatron 

was setting up several traps, but we found out about them and he dismantled them.  He then 

called forth his floatin' guns to destroy the tanks.  He should have reverted that command 

because the tanks can turn those guns into metal snippets. 

Dominatron later saw the White Dragonblade Armor coming and the floatin' guns ran off 

because they knew he's finished when they saw it.  He then battled that armor left and right, but 

he's gettin' whipped because he counters his moves.  The armor first punches him upside his jaw, 

then throws him into the air. Next, he shot blades at him.  After that, he torched, clawed, stepped 

and jumped on him, drilled his head and blew him up.  The white armor then returned to green 

and he headed up Michigan Avenue towards Tiger Stadium and more trouble. 



Draxar showed up at Tiger Stadium and saw more trouble in form of Shadowbugs and 

mechs.  He deactivated the green armor and shot three maple blades he borrowed form a couple 

of Canadian soldiers at 3 mechs and they fell down with a crash. After the battle, the shadows 

left town and headed towards their secret base to devise another plan. He then headed back to 

base as they prepare to head off to relocate the shadows and their new base.  They then packed 

up and headed back to Ohio and their bases to further examine the gathered information. 



 
Chapter VII--"Operation: Secret Base"  

Draxar came in a few days later saying that he will try to find and penetrate the shadow's 

secret base.  Berrican, Draxar's old friend, has come to the base to visit, talked to his friend about 

the plan and they agreed on it.  He then gave him some video equipment, when Groznyy came in 

saying, "If you are thinking about getting into that base, you need me to help you with your 

spying."  He agreed and they left their dragonblades behind and wrote a note that they're going to 

join the enemy and try to bring them down.  They then left for the shadows. 

Draxar and Groznyy arrived at a Shadow airfield bound for their destination.  They 

prepared their equipment to capture all that happens and their secrets of the base.  The flight to 

the base was a 17-minute trip to Sarajevo.  Once there, they met and worked for Magnus Zater 

and Dominatron.  Their acceptance into the Shadows was brief and soon after that they got their 

tentacles and started work for them.  They were first assigned to work with the Shadowbugs.  As 

soon they got to the field, they pretended to go along with Shadows and captured their enemy.  

Draxar acted like a Shadow while he's on the battlefield, but when he made it back to the base, 

he hid behind their backs, stole their technology, freed the prisoners, fled from the base, and call 

the rest of the troops.  As soon the rest of crew got there, he and Groznyy signaled the attack and 

the base went down in rubble. 



 
Chapter VIII--"The Army of the Dead"  

They have met their next enemy, The Deacon, at Forgornia.  Freddy remembered from 

his short stay at his home planet, that he had a grudge with the Deacon and wanted to get even.  

He hired Zater's old cronies after Dominatron arrested him.  He wanted to get back at him and he 

will have a chance. 

But before they met the Deacon, they fought, arrested, and later killed Zater, Domintron, 

and Xit.  They then went to a secret hideaway to decide on a new leader and new plans.  

Meanwhile, the Imperial Army had made a new alliance with a previously undiscovered Aberi 

race.  They gave them new info, weapons, troops, and vehicles.  They then started to fight 

together against our enemy.  After awhile we heard that they went to the Ancestral Plain after we 

destroyed them and started to invade the empire, especially, Pyramid City.  Those attacks fail 

when they discovered ghost-fighting weapons.  After all those defeats, they hired, "Nokas Solis", 

Dark Sun to fight the Army.  He fought a few battles, including Invasion of Trigonia, where he 

introduced Arachino-terror, Arachino-khan, Insectbots, Waspcopters, mechanical frogs, and 

other weird stuff.  We fought back by taking some of his toys, used Spidols and a mechanial 

tarantula to destroy his robotic spiders.  They though that a Taberan invasion could bring them a 

victory, but they were defeated, turned back home, and the Zeta Empire took over the Taberan 

homeworld.  
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